system is not only a result of AKP policies but a product of "changes and continuities since the 1980s, especially with regard to media ownership structures, nation-client relations, policy-making and regulatory frameworks, and the sway of a statist, nationalist ethos" (p. 3).
Focusing on the challenges to Kemalist ideology in the 1980s and 1990s, the first three of the book's six chapters explore the state's attempt to maintain hegemony over society, politics, and culture as Turkey opened itself to world markets and foreign influence. Through a comparative historical perspective, this section provides valuable background information that enables a better understanding of the contemporary media system. Chapter 1 goes back to the post-World War I, foundation of the Turkish Republic, which, according to Kemalist ideals, aimed at severing all ties to its Ottoman past and introduced a statist, nationalist, and secularist mood to the Turkish public sphere and media culture that lasted until the 1980s. Backed by the military, the statist model was based on a nation-building project that muted multiethnic, multilinguistic, and multireligious voices. The state promoted a Turkish national identity that it imposed on the economy, media, and culture, along with a particular mode of secularism called laicism, which aimed at eradicating Islam-a threat to the country's new Western identity-from public life. The state ideology showed itself in radio and TV broadcasting, which followed strict new press laws intended to foster Westernization. The consistency between the media news and the state ideology also indicated the strong patron-client relationships that the military elite had shaped in the media sector. Exploring the rise and the fall of the Turkish model and its democratic shortcomings, the book reveals the continuation of Turkey's long-standing authoritarian, neoliberal trajectories. Insightful interviews with fired/detained journalists, case studies, and comparisons with other countries enrich the study. From a historical point of view, the book successfully underlines the centralized authoritarian character of the state. Yeşil's book shows that understanding Turkey's media system and the relationship between media and democracy depends on a critical evaluation of the country's political, economic, and cultural history. It serves as an essential guide for scholars and students investigating recent concerns and/or the rooted tensions in the media-politics-culture triangle.
